
March 1, 2020 – 1st Sunday of Lent 
 

    

Desert Experience of Jesus - Facing Temptation 

 
Once, the trees of the forest formed an association in order to rebel against 

the ‘axe’, which had caused much harm to all of their folk. The trees evoked 
a meeting and decided that none of them would allow the axe to have wood 

for its helve (= handle of the axe). But the axe attended the meeting and a 
request to speak was granted, and the axe spoke: “I can very well 

understand the difficulties that all of you have faced, as a result of my 
nature. And I will definitely not stand in the way of your decision. But I just 

have this one suggestion: ” Each of you – be it the redwood or teak or 
cypress or banyan or any other. You look so majestic and splendorous. 

People look at you and raise their minds to the Creator for such marvelous 
creations. Will you want your beauty and brilliance to be blocked by the 

small bushes and trivial creepers that grow in front of you and around you? 

So just allow me, to be given some wood only for this purpose that I may 
cut down those irritating and disturbing plants and creepers. And thus, your 

splendor can be beheld without any block!” This proposal seemed very viable 
and practical for those majestic trees and thus beguiled. They allowed to 

give wood to the “axe” – for the ‘good and harmless’ proposal. The moment 
the axe was furnished with wood for its handle, it chopped down all the trees 

– sparing none! Thus, the wisdom of the ages comes to highlight: 

“Watch for the beginnings of evil…” 

Lent is primarily the time of intense spiritual preparation for conquering our 
temptations, using the means Jesus used during his forty days of 

preparation in the desert for his public life. It is also the time for renewing 
our lives for the celebration of Easter with our Risen Lord who conquered sin 

and death by his suffering, death and Resurrection. Today’s readings teach 
us that we are always tempted by the devil, by the world and by our own 
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selfish interests. Today’s Gospel teaches us how Jesus confronted his 
temptations successfully and then to preach the Good News of salvation. So, 

we need to cooperate actively with God’s grace to conquer our temptations.  
 

1. “Desert Experience” of Jesus  

The Gospel of the Day, on this first Sunday of Lent, is an account, from the 

Gospel of St Mathew, of how the “desert experience” of fasting, praying, and 
soul-strengthening enabled Jesus to resist and confront temptations and 

emerge victorious by the power of the Spirit, to proclaim the Gospel of God! 
The Gospel passage begins with the verse: “Then Jesus was led by the Spirit 

into the desert to be tempted by the devil” (Mt 4: 1). The tempter urges 
Jesus to turn stones into loaves of bread. But Jesus rejects that temptation 

to mistrust His Father by satisfying his own immediate, temporal needs and 
thus reducing His Divine mission to self-satisfaction. The tempter then 

suggests that Jesus prove that he is really the Son of God by jumping off the 

parapet of the temple. Jesus rejects this as a temptation to act as God’s 
superior and demand. He prove His Trustworthiness! Finally, Jesus rejects 

the temptation to idolatry, even if worshipping Satan would enrich and 
empower Jesus with all kingdoms of the world. In Jesus, we encounter a God 

Who has a very human face – sharing in sufferings, partaking in miseries 
and participating in hardships,  Who understands us, in our weak moments, 

consoles us in our painful situations and who empathizes with us in our trials 

and temptations. 

Jesus knows what it is like to struggle with temptations and enticements, 
Because He Himself was tempted. Jesus knows what it is like to ward off the 

beasts of our vices and evil tendencies, Because He Himself was among wild 

beasts! Yet, in all His trials, He emerged victorious and triumphant! 

We live in a world which is often, like a wilderness, dry in spiritual fervor, 
heated up with material desires and scorched in religious enthusiasm. We 

live in a world where there are often, many wild beasts, ferociously corrupt 

and unhealthy practices and menacingly abusive evil lifestyles. We need to 
resist the temptations arising from such situations and stand firm in our 

focus and commitment to the Lord and His Kingdom. 

2. Pattern followed – Temptation to Sin: 

The account of the ‘First Sin’ in Genesis 3:1-7 clearly gives us the pattern 
that is followed in every temptation to sin: 1. A sin is proposed. 2. The 

person is either pleased or displeased with the proposal. 3. The person 



either consents or refuses. We see the same pattern being followed in all the 
three temptations of Jesus (Mt 4:3-10). And we have the same pattern 

followed in all our temptations as well – whether we are aware or not. 

3. Reasons to emerge victorious and triumphant 

What is the reason for Jesus to emerge victorious and triumphant in all His 
trials? He had a tremendous infilling of the Holy Spirit! He had a unshaken 

determination to be focused on doing God’s Will! He had a indomitable 
resolve of being faithful and true to His mission and commitment! And these 

reasons of Jesus, are also the techniques for us to overcome the allures of 
temptations. can I grow continually in the infilling of the Holy Spirit? Can I 

learn, despite any hardships, to constantly seek and do only God’s Will? Can 
I cultivate the steadfastness to be singly focused on the mission of His 

Kingdom? 

4. The Long struggle: devil is finished for now, he is coming back 

– good news and hope 

 
This gospel reading is a tough one, a tough gospel for Jesus. He is in the 

desert for forty days. He is hungry. He must face a long battle with Satan. 
Where is the good news in this story? Where can we find hope for our lives? 

We read in the last line: “When the devil had finished every temptation, he 
departed from Jesus for a time.” “That’s good news?” you say, “Doesn’t that 

mean that although the devil is finished for now, he is coming back? Doesn’t 
that mean that Jesus will have to struggle with Satan again?” That is exactly 

what it means. But this line can give us hope. 
 

Sometimes we imagine that our struggle with evil will be quick and easy. But 
that is not the case. Once the devil is defeated, he intends to come back. If 

that is true for Jesus, it is certainly true for us. If the devil intends to try 
again with Jesus, we can be sure that he will try again and again with us. 

This truth makes it clear that our battle with evil is a lifelong process, and 

whoever would try to declare victory or defeat based on a single battle is not 
prepared for the long haul. 

 
Look at our own lives. We have a fault or a habit of sin we are trying to 

overcome, and we try our best. We seem to be making some progress, 
gaining some control, and then we fall again. We fail, and we feel weak and 

worthless. This gospel is telling us that that failure is only one battle. The 
devil will be back, and the next time with God’s grace we may be able to 

send him packing.  
 



This gospel reminds us that this failure is only one failure. There will be new 
opportunities in the future, and healing is not accomplished in a day. When 

we face the evil that is present in our society—poverty, injustice, violence, 
ignorance—we try to do our best. Perhaps we help someone to find a job or 

learn to read. Things seem to be going well. Then there is a disastrous 
decision or personal set back, and it seems that the little good that we had 

been able to accomplish is undone. This gospel tells us that those who would 
take on evil have to be in it for the long haul. Being defeated in one battle 

does not mean that we have lost for good. 
 

So, First, when we have to face evil in our own lives or our society, neither 
victory nor defeat can be achieved in one battle. And secondly, when we 

have to face Satan, this gospel tells us that we will not stand before him 
alone. 

 

5. Abundance of God’s Grace: 

St Paul invites us to seek refuge in the “abundance of God’s Grace” (Rom 

5:17). It is a deeper and purposeful focus on Jesus Crucified that would 
come to our aid in our moments of temptations. We also need to, especially, 

in our ‘smaller’ temptations, which like bees and flies may constantly seek to 
disturb. Let us make sure that we don’t fall into anxiety or worry and 

instead, perform the contrary virtues: (e.g.: i. For vain-glory thoughts, think 
of the triviality of this earthly life, ii. For anger, perform deeds of charity and 

forgiveness, iii. For pride, do acts of humility, iv. For lust, dwell on the purity 

of the Lord) 

Let us not allow any “wood” to be given to the “axe” of sin and thus prevent 

any eventuality of we “being chopped” of our life in the Lord! 

 

Let us pray: 

Lord Jesus, let me not get caught up in the snares of temptation instead be 

victorious and triumphant by your Grace and Power of the Holy Spirit. I may 

rely completely upon You without reserve.   

Jesus, our Savior, Model and Master, I trust in You. –   

 
 


